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Recently, there is a rapid growth of interest in low-dimensional systems, which 
are characterized by reduced size to the nanometer range values along one, two or three 
directions.In such systems, the action of the translational symmetry is broken and as a 
result of the spatial limitations of  movement of charge carriers changes the spectrum of 
electronic states, which becomes substantially dependent on the size of the object causing 
the manifestation of specific quantum size effects in the spectral dependence of the optical 
characteristics. In turn, the optical characteristics, and define the features of the 
application of semiconductor nanosystems are highly dependent on the quality of 
working surfaces. In particulargrown by the method a diffusion limited growth in 
borosilicate matrix ternary nanocrystals type A2B6 and formed on their base structures 
such as "core-shell" is increasingly finding its application as memory cells, photocatalysts, 
fluorescent markers in biochemical and medical experiments, solar cells, active optical 
elements and optoelectronic devices, LEDs and the like.It is to such perspective materials 
include investigated by us on the basis of the composite material of borosilicate glass with 
semiconductor nanocrystals CdS1-xSex [1]. It is clear that the mechanical processing is an 
integral part of the technological process of creating the working elements of quantum 
devices, and the lack of literary sources on the production of objects such as time and 
determines the relevance of research. The aim was to study the processes of polishing 
technological cycle by machining of flat surfaces of composites based on borosilicate 
glass with semiconductor nanocrystals CdS1-xSex 
To achieve this goal has been applied  method of polishing which is based on the 
use of cycloidal motions of rotation of the tool in the processing of flat surfaces [2]. 
As a result of these studies it was manufactured and tested specific working tool 
and the scheme of process of polishing technological cycleof machining of flat surfaces of 
composites based on borosilicate glass with semiconductor nanocrystals CdS1-xSexthrough 
the use of the main cycloidal labor movements of rotation of the tool that provided a 
uniform removal of material with indicators flatness N= 4 та ∆N=1. 
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